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Not Growing Weary
ª The reality & purpose of suffering

· How we understand the difficulties we face

ª Develops the centrality of perseverance

· We must look squarely at Jesus

· He kept his eyes & hopes on the prize



Not Growing Weary
ª Not all suffering is equal

· Pandemic is being experienced indiscriminately

· Specifically looks at being unfairly targeted

· God is using suffering as discipline



1. Suffering as Discipline
ª Sharon & I did many courses on parenting

· Some by Gordon Neufeld (UBC Professor)
¸ Book: “Hold on to your Kids”
¸ Importance of attachment
¸ Parents must be both nurturing & dominant
¸ In west, dominant part has been lost
¸ Scourge of bullying – poor attachment, not dominant

· Stereotype of the Tiger-mom



1. Suffering as Discipline …

· Loss of dominance (west); loss of nurturing (east)

ª These distortions make it difficult to understand

· Assumes disciplining children good  & responsible
¸ (e.g. Prov 13:24, 19:18, 23:13-14)

ª Dominance & nurture – both matter.



1. Suffering as Discipline …

ª God disciplines those he loves (v 5-6)

· Something Jesus says  (Rev 3:19)

· Compares earthly father with God

· Acknowledges discipline is not fun (v 11)

· Important clarification: Gk paidea – “child-rearing”

· Produces “peaceful fruit of righteousness”

· “Trained by it”  (Gk gymnazo)



1. Suffering as Discipline …

ª Not exclusively punishment.  It is “training”

ª God uses hardship to train & strengthen us

· We grow in righteousness

· A good thing with real benefits

ª Not the complete story about suffering 

· Much more to be said



2. Strengthened & Healed
ª Author quotes Isaiah 35:3

· Celebrates salvation and the rescue of God

· Also quotes LXX (Greek) version of Prov 4:26

· Purpose: not “put out of joint” but “healed”

· In the midst of struggle: stand firm, keep going

· We must not turn to the left or to the right
¸ Then we will be “healed”



2. Strengthened & Healed …

ª Two distinct options:

· Be strong, stand firm & be healed

· OR  Try to mix opposing values & become “lame”

· What being strong & healed looks like:
¸ Strive for peace with everyone
¸ Strive for holiness
¸ Do not become bitter
¸ Strive to be like Jesus (1 Pe 2:11-23)
¸ Do not become bitter – against others or God



3. The Lesson of Esau
ª A story of Esau (Gen 25:29-34)

· He often acted on impulse

· He sought immediate gratification
¸ Gave of something of great value

ª We should not be like Esau



Living It – Righteousness
ª Benefits of being trained & formed by hardship

· Moulds our character in righteousness

· Step up and be strong in pursuit of holiness

· Value righteousness more than anything
¸ We cannot have a foot in both worlds
¸ Don’t sell out\.  Stand firm.  Keep eyes on the prize.

· God is always at work forming Christ in you


